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Editorial
I am pleased to declare a rapid peer-reviewed journal, Journal 

of Laparoscopic Surgery, which provides researchers and scientists 
with an opportunity to explore and publish the basic, advanced and 
latest scientific advances in the field of Laparoscopic. The 
Journal of Laparoscopy accepts articles on Robotic Laparoscopic 
surgery and Non-robotic hand guided assistance systems, 
Gynecological diagnosis. The Journals tend to prosper and 
publish the most complete Source of discovery and accurate 
details on the findings and in all areas of the field, recent 
advances in the mode of original papers, analysis, articles, case 
reports, short communications, etc. make them freely accessible 
online without any limitations or any other subscriptions to 
researchers worldwide.

The journal is indexed in RefSeek, Hamdard University, 
EBSCO A-Z and all published articles are permanently archived and 
available at OMICS International website in HTML and PDF 
formats. All published articles are assigned to Digital Object 
Identifier (DOI) -CrossRef. JOS is going to organize 5th 
International Conference on Laparoscopic Surgery in Canada. 
Journal of Laparoscopy is supported "7th Asia Pacific STD and 
Infectious Diseases Congress" which was held on October 23-25, 
2020, at Osaka, Japan. The theme of the conference is “Focus on 
Robotic and Non-Robotic systems.”

Authors can submit manuscripts and monitor their progress, 
hopefully for publication, through the online tracking system. As 
any

report to be published publicly cumulatively covers 45 days from the 
date of receive. The time period for different processes 
including quality control, peer review, and paper preparation is 
taken from 4 to 5 weeks. Performance reviews and peer review 
processes are completed within 14 days, and the deadline for 
submission is just 7 days after the reviewers and editors have 
accepted.

During the calendar year 2021, a total of fifteen Editors, 
five Reviewers joined the board of JOS and contributed their 
valuable services towards contribution as well as publication of 
articles, and their valuable reviewer comments will beneficial to 
publish quality of article in the Journal of Laparoscopy.

I would like to acknowledge the participation of all 
writers, reviewers and other supportive groups in the final 
editing of the published articles and the editorial assistant's 
assistance in the timely resolution of JOS issues. I am very 
grateful to them for inspiring me to understand the efforts and 
growth of other groups that make to publish articles a 
successfully.
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